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From one sales professional to another, welcome to your sales training programme.
Designed specifically for Datto Inc. to help you increase your sales skills, knowledge and
results.

We are all living through a crazy period in history and from a business perspective the
effect on the global economy cannot be underestimated. 

When anything effects the economy, from recession through to a pandemic or a dive in
the stock market, one thing is certain, those who can sell can strive. This is the time for
filling your sales pipeline, having great conversations, and taking huge levels of action to
generate business.

This training programme is designed to help you build on your existing experiences and
skills, share new ideas and approaches, and support you in your role. 

Trying new things can sometimes be a bit daunting, you may question what you are
doing, and some may not agree with you. Well, let's start a REVOLUTION, create
AMAZING RESULTS and remember - “Don't tell me the sky's the limit when we have put
a man on the moon!” 

Do great things,

Chris Dawson FISM



 Your downloads page

Only accessible to the Datto team, and exclusively designed for your course is your downloads
page. On here you will find reading lists, podcasts and websites for further study of sales and
selling. Coaching forms to help you embed new skills, take appropriate actions and seek support.
Added before every module will be the latest sales guide to accompany the course as you go
along. Download, save and print out as we go, to build your own playbook on sales and selling.

“If this training series was a success for you, what would you be
able to do in six months that you can’t do now?”



1. People don’t buy what you sell – they buy what they are left with after they’ve
bought it from you. 

 
(Are you discussing the aftereffects of working with you?)

 
2. People don’t care about you or your product – they care about themselves and their

problems, challenges and desires.
 

(Are you discussing what the prospect cares about? – You only use 20% of your iPhone
and that’s the stuff that’s important to you.)

 
3. People make buying decisions based on emotion – then they back up their decision

with logic.
 

(Are you showing up and throwing up facts, or are you helping your customer feel what
it would be like to work with you, have their issues supported and challenges solved for

them?)
 

4. People don’t specifically buy off people they like – they buy off people they trust.
 

(You probably love your best friend; would you do business with them? Do your
prospects trust in you enough to not ask about what they’re buying? Would they 100%

trust your decisions on their budget?)
 
 

The four pillars of sales 



There’s many stereotypes of salespeople and they’re not all positive. Prospects are
naturally defensive when they sense, hear, or see a trait they associate with the negative
connotations of the sales industry. Boiler Room, The Wolf Of Wall St, Glen Gary Glen
Ross, The Office, TV programmes investigating rogue sales practices all promote a brand
that professional sellers aren’t to be trusted. We all know this only represents 0.009% of
salespeople in the world – but mud sticks. 

Avoid the sales stereotype 

Salesy 

Scripted 

Over-enthusiastic 

Only after money  

Excited 

Me me me me me me! 

 

 

 

 

 



If it’s ok?
Is it a good time?
Sorry to disturb you?
I’m just giving you a quick call
How are you today?
What’s the weather like?
That’s what we like to hear!
I’d like to talk to you today about.

Sandra – we’ve never spoken before 

I’m on your website right now

I’ve been keen to speak with you

I know I’m an interruption to your day

I’ve only got two minutes, so I’ll get to the point

Simon, this maybe an irrelevant call for you

Respect NOT rapport.

Rapport comes from the French word ‘rapport’ meaning connection. You do not need a
connection at the top of the sales funnel. You need them to listen to you. 

You’re an equal – it is not ‘polite’ or good business manners to be ‘subservient’. You must sound
like a valuable interruption to someone’s day to get their ATTENTION!

NO VALUE

VALUABLE
 



You get what you ask for, so be very specific 

Unlike further down the sales funnel where you ask to discuss ideas, products and
ultimately for a buying decision. When prospecting or setting an appointment, you tell
them that is what the call is for. You must take the process inch by inch. If you tell them
the call is for anything else, you set the context either too vague (this gets objected to) or
the prospect rings the sales alarm that they’re being sold to (psychological reactance)

Salesperson - “I'd like to tell you about our MSP solutions”

Prospect  - “I’m sure you would!”

Now you give them the option of saying no to your products. Remember, you are on the
phone to discover if there is any value for both parties in having a deeper conversation.
Be very precise about why you are calling as to leave no doubt what the call is about,
save time and give the correct context. Their auto response will ensure you get to have a
conversation.

Salesperson - “I'm calling specifically because I was keen to arrange a 20-
minute meeting with you”

Prospect  - “Why?”

Off you go into the call! Winner!

What do you sell? What is it? Get to the point!
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It’s easy to get rushed into feature vomiting “we do this, and we do that!” – do not wee on
people

 
“Well, you know when….. [discuss a situation that may affect them]

“Most XYZ approach us when [problems]

“Well, I’ve been working closely with XYZs and a lot of the feedback we’ve got is …….. We’ve
got a number of solutions around this and I wanted to see if it was worth us having a
conversation. I know I’ve called out the blue so maybe we could get 10 minutes in the diary –
are you free this afternoon?”



How do I need to sound?

“Emotionless tone hurting as much as the news” – Dan Brown, Angels and Demons

(JFK’s famous inaugural speech in 1961 -  “Ask not what your country can do for you –
ask what you can do for your country,”, The President was coached to deliver the key
phrases of his speech at a speed of under 100 words per minute

The words we use obviously hold importance, but the human brain picks up on the
differences in voice tone a lot quicker than the words spoken. We can spot sarcasm,
insincerity, even a lie! If we are unaware of our voice tone when delivering a message, we
can often be misinterpreted as our tone is not congruent with the message we are trying
to deliver. If you want to grab people’s attention, excite them, and engage with them,
your tone of voice is more important than what you say. 

We make an impression fastest based on the following – 

WORDS (  ) 

VOICE TONE (  ) 

BODY LANGUAGE (  )

To avoid triggering the ‘sales alarm’ we must sound the opposite of what is expected.
Slow down, calm down, sound humble. If we sound excited, too polished, loud or
robotic you will create psychological reactance. 

How do you want your voice to make them feel?

What style of language should you use?

What body language should you adopt?



Choose three areas to focus messaging on

1

2

3

Why have specific messaging? 

Why not have a generic script that covers everything?

The greatest barrier to salespeople engaging on calls, social media,
networking events and emails = NOISE.

You have to get ATTENTION. 

You must PERSONALISE your message, so the receiver is 100% aware it is meant for
THEM. 

You must be AUTHENTIC.

Your messaging must be about THEM not YOU.

You must take the process one step at a time – you’re looking for a good fit NOT a sale.

“Hi – I’m calling you today because we’re a multi-award-winning training company and
we’re offering a special rate on coaching and training”

Vs

“Hi Greg, we’ve not spoken before, it’s Chris Dawson from 6th Door in Liverpool. Greg,
I’ve been keen to speak with you as I’ve recently worked closely with a number of
salespeople who make appointments for their team. 

What problems/challenges does each area have that Datto and it’s services can
support/solve? This can include problems with their existing supplier/ the industry/ their
own workforce/ time/ traditional challenges. 

Then – what problems do they already face with their current solution (or perception of
the solution).



Keeping the team motivated
Making enough cold outreach
Keeping the funnel filled whilst looking after the 360 sales process. 
Conversion rates
Staff churn
Reluctance of the team to make calls

Cost to the business of taking the whole team out for a day/week
Changing habits/returning to type after training
No buy in from the sales team to the trainer
Large expense (If no ROI) so it’s a risk to get signed off

REMEMBER – People buy what they are left with after they have bought
from you

e.g. Direct advertising sales teams

Challenges in training the team 

“I’ve been working with leaders of sales teams the last few months and the feedback
we’re getting is that cold outreach can be really challenging in the current climate, but
training new approaches puts a pressure on the business that isn’t affordable right now. I
don’t suppose that rings true with yourself?”

Business generation 
Generating the right type of work 
Generating work from the right geographical area
Standing out from the competition
Getting a decent ROI on advertising spend

Haven’t time to do it all themselves
Spend lots of money with an agency but not sure where it goes
Have lots of clicks but they don’t turn into business
Can’t update without a long delay or a large fee

e.g. Roofing companies

Challenges in advertising online

“I’ve been working with a lot of roofing companies around Devon recently and they’ve
been feeding back that they seem to be either getting a lot of hits to their website, but
they don’t seem to ever turn into real enquiries? Or they’ve spent a lot of money with
web agencies and aren’t quite sure what they’ve got for it? I don’t suppose either those
things sound familiar? 



Example Sales Call openings

“Hi, I tried earlier but didn’t get through, it’s Chris from XXXXX over in Liverpool,
is that XXXXX? 

“Hi XXXXX, I was keen to have a chat with you after I went on your website and
saw that you do XYZ, I work with XYZs across the South-West, and I was
calling specifically to arrange a date to come and have a chat with you” 
 
“Sharon, good to speak with you. I’ll get straight to the point.”

“Hi Claire, it’s Chris Dawson from Datto – Listen, this might be an irrelevant call
for you but I was keen to take to minutes of your time.” 

“Hi James! Really glad I’ve got to speak with you. I’m on your website right now
and see you XYZ. I know at 10am I’m probably an interruption to your day. I was
wanting 90 seconds of your time to get your input on some conversations we’ve
been having with XYZ businesses recently.”

“Hi Karen, I know this is an interruption to your day, but I’m keen to take 30
seconds of your time…..”

“Robert, we’ve never spoken before, I’m glad I’ve got you for two minutes as
I’ve an idea to I’ve been keen to run past you”

“Hi James, I’ve been talking with construction firms around Merseyside all
morning and everyone seems to be telling me the same thing [INSERT
PROBLEMS] Are you finding similar?”

“Karen, I’ve only got a couple of minutes, but I was keen to talk with you. I know
you XYZ, and from the calls I’ve had this morning a lot of people are saying that
XYZ is challenging at the moment, is that the same for yourselves?”

“Hi Karl, I know you currently use XYZ and often do XYZ, so I presume you’re
looking to speed up that process? If you’d be open to it, I’d like to sort a time to
show what we’ve done to help other companies.”

“Hi, I tried earlier but couldn’t get through – it’s Simon from XYZ in Chester.”

 



“Oh hey Gary. We haven’t spoken before. I appreciate that at 10am on a Tuesday
morning I’m probably interrupting your day. I’d like to take 90 seconds of your time to get
your input on some conversations we are having with Haulage companies. Ok great
thanks.”

“Hi Gary – It’s only fair that I tell you that this is a cold call. Do you want to hang up, or
are you happy to give me 60 seconds to explain why I was keen to speak with you
Gary?” 

“Gary, we’ve never spoken before, it’s Chris Dawson from XYZ. Listen Gary, I was
calling specifically as I’ve been keen to book a meeting with you.” 

Why?

“Well, we’ve been working really closely with a number of large delivery organisations,
and they originally approached us saying that truly saving money on fuel and
maintenance whilst getting their drivers to engage fully with any monitoring systems
has been an uphill battle. I don’t suppose as fleet manager that sounds familiar to you
Gary?”

Script Yourself



www.6thdoor.com
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